
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS.

New York, March 22, 1901L
The 152d mieeting was held this date at 12 West 31st Street,

and was called to order by President Heringf, at 8.30 P. M.
THE SECRETARY :-At the moeting of the Council th'is after-

noon, the following Associate Members were elected:
Name. Address. lEndorsed by

ALBIN, HENRY ALLISON General'Manager and Electrical Chas. R. Cross.
Engineer, Concord St. Rail- J. B. Smith.
way, Concord, N. H. S. B. Paine.

BULL, ROBERT WILSON Electrical Engineer, The New Ganio S. Dunn.
Jersey Zinc Co., (of Penn.) F. V. Henshaw.
Palmerton, Pa. Horace Dowie.

COOKE, GEORGE A. Electrical Engineer and Supt., Wy,nn Meredith.
Hawaiian Electric Co., Hon- A. M Hunt.
olulU, H. I.; residence, Chi- A. Gaitley.
cago, 111.

EDMANDS, SAMUEL SUMNER Assistant in Electrical Engin- F. C. Caldwell.b
eering, Ohio State University, H. B. Smnith.
Columbus, 0. E. E. Brown.

HOWE, WINTH:ROP KEITH Assistant Engineer, Taylor H. H. Wait.
Signal Co., 256 Delaware E. P. Warner.
Ave., Bufalo, N. Y. V. R. Lansingh.

JOHNSON, WALLACE CLYDE Chief Engineer, The Niagara J. F. Kelly.
Falls Hydraulic Power and I. R. Edmands.
M1'f'g. tCo, Niagara Pvalls, S. B. Winchester.
N. Y.

MUDGE, ARTHUR LANGLEY Electrical Engineer, Grand R. B. Owens.
Trunk Railway Co., Mon- P. G. Gossler.
treal, Canada. R. Al. Wilson.

PERRY, JOHN President of l. E. E. (Englaind) W. J. Elammer.
34 Palace Gardens Terrace, Ralph W. Pope.
Londoni W. England. Carl Herinig.

ROCKWOOD, DWIGHT CARRINGTON Student, Westinghouse Chas. F. Scott.
Elec. & M,'f'g Co., Box 104, John S Peck.
Edgewood Park, Pa.: resi- H. L. Wallam.
dence, 954 Main St., Buffalo,.
N. Y.
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SPARKSP CHAS. PRATT Chief Engiiieer, The County of Wm. J. Hammer
London Electric Lighting Ralph W. Pope.
Co., Surrey, England. Carl iering.

STRONG, JAMES REMSEN President, Tihe Tucker Electric H. A. Sinclair.
Construction Co., 35 South T. C. Martin.
William St., N. Y.; resi- W. D. Weaver.
dence, Short Hills, N. J.

SWINTON, ALAN ARCHIBALD CAMPBELL Consulting Elec- Wm. J. Hamner.
trical Engineer, 66 Victoria Ralph W. Pope.
St., London S. W. Englandl. Carl Hering.

THOMAS, JOIN WILLIAMS Construction Engineer, Elec. Louis Duncan.
tric Storage Battery Co., C. T. Hutchinson
Hokendauqua, Pa. Leonard Waldo.

TTHOMSON, GEo. ANDROS Special Agent, The Adams- J. J. Bellnian,
Bagnall Electric Co.. 26 F. M. Pedersen.
Cortlandt Street, New York; Horace Dowie.
residence, Somerville, N. J.

VAN VLEET, Roy MITCHELL Student, Westinghouse Elee. E. L. Wallau.
& 'f'g Co., Edgewood Park, Chas. F. Scott.
Pa.; residence, Port Huron, Jno. S. Peck.
Mich.

Total 15.

The following named Associate Member was transferred to
full membership:

Approved by Board of Examiners, February 8th, 1901.
ARTHUR L. HADLEY, Electrical Engineer, Fort Wayne Electric Works,

Fort Wayne, Ind.

At the meeting of the Council this afternoon, the foliowling
names were selected as the Council nominations for- the coming
electioni
For P'resde?nt, Charles P. Steinrmetz; for V7ie- Presidents,

Samuel Sheldon, George F. Sever, Michael 1. Pupin; for
Xanagers, Jolhn W. Lieb, Jr., Charles F. Scott, Samuel Reber,
W. E. (4oldsborough; for Ttreasurer, Georg,e A. Hamilton; for
Secretary, Ralph W. Pope.
THE PRESIDENT:-The paper of the eveninlg which is next

in order is on the "Distribution and Conversion of Received
Cirrents," by Henry Gordon Stott. I will call upon Mr. Stott
to read his paper.



A fiater read at tle 52nd Mee in of the A mer-
ican Institote of Electrical Engineers,
New York, 'larc/ 22nd, i901. President
Hering in the Chair,

TIHE DISTRIBUTITON AND CONXTERSION 0F
RECEIVED CURRENTS.

BY HENRY GORDON STOTT.

Before proceeding to the subject proper of this paper it will
be interesting to give a brief description of the apparatus and
lines generating, transform'ing and conveying the current frrom
Niagara Falls to the Terminal House at the city limits of Buf-
falo, where the overhead lines terminate and the underground
distributing system for the various purposes to be hereafter de-
scribed, begins.
The power received in Buffalo originates at the well known

plant of the Niagara Falls Power Compai y at Niagara Falls,
N. Y., in water driven turbines direct connected to 5,000 H. P.
two-phase 2,200-volt 25-cycle generators. Ten of these genera-
tors are now installed, and a new wheel pit is being excavated
on the south side of the surface canal, parallel to the present
powVer house, for twelve more generators of the saume size, which
will give an ultimiate total capacity of 110,000 H. P., and it is a
very safe prophesy to say that every horse-power of it will be
sold as fast as the turbines and generators -can be installed, as
the present installation of 50,000 H. P. is all contracted for, and
already many customers find themselves in the position of Oliver
Twist, and with no better results.
The 2,200-volt two-phase current is conducted into the Trans-

former Elouse, where, after passing through time element over-
load circuit breakers it enters two distinet banks of step-up
transformers of the air cooled type, of an aggregate capacity of
12,000 K. W. which are arranged in pairs for the two-phase

12
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three-phase connectionath-e same time to change the pressure
to 11,000 volts. Within a couple of months the secondaries,
which are now in multiple, will be connected in series to give
22,000 volts as originally intended.
The 11,000-volt three-phlase current from the secondaries of

the two banks of transformers is brought directly out in cables
on large special porcelain insulators set in iron fixtures in the air
chamber, arid then on the regular helmet type poreelain insulators
on timbers on the wall. The lightninig arresters are of the uisual
multi-gap type with reactive coils in series, anid in a second type
with an additional check to the current in the shape of carbon
resistances to prevent the liv,e current following the lightning
discharge.
The two three--?hase 11,030-volt eircGlits run-ling onl the same

pole line to Buffalo, each coi1sist of three bare stranded copper
cables of 350,000 cm. area, formling equilateral triangles on each
side of the pole, the sides of the triangles being three feet. In
the run of 23 miles to Buffalo, the lines are transposed five
times in order to equalize and mninimiize the inductive drop on all
sphases, and at Tonawanda where a branch line is taken off for
Tonawanda and Lockport, lightninlg arresters are installed of a
type similar to those used at Niagara Falls anrd Buffalo. During
the first two years operationl of this line, iron guard wires
gronnded at every alterniate pole were iused for protection from
lightning, but so much trouble was caused by them falling on
the lines that after striking a balance between the supposed pro-
tector and the known trouble, Ithe result was so ovTerwhlelmingly
against the formner that the guard wires were taken down, and
the interruptions due to liie trouble very materially reduced.
The remaining trouble on this part of the system was almost
-exclusively due to the, ever present boy, who speedily discov-
tered that by a little dexterity in the manipulation of an old piece
of iron wire or hoop, he could produce brilliant Fourth-of-July
effects at will. The cables were, at this time, only 18 inches
apart, and an are once established wouldl travel backwards along
the line with ease until the, circuit breakers eventually opened at
the Falls. This trouble was remedied very effectuallylby separ-
ating the cables three feet apart as at present, and at the same
time arranging them so that they formed a triangle with the
apex below instead of all being on the same plane as formerly.
At the Terminal House situated at the eity limits of Buiffalo,

the lines now terminate in a common set of bus bars, anid to these
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bus bars are conneeted tlhe five three-conductor lead covered
cables which lead to the various sub-stations.

Simultaneously with the increase of line pressure to 22,000
volts there will be installed in the Termriinal hlouse six 2,250 K. w.
step-down transformiers of the oil and water cooled type, redue-
ing the pressure to 11,000 volts for distribuition in the under-
grounid cables.
A third line is now being built from Niagara Falls to the Ter-

miinal House followinga different route, in order to give greater
security of service,but as the present pole line is built witli very
heavy poles 90 feet apart, no great anxiety is felt as to the possi-
bilities of even Lake Erie zephyrs comibined with sleet, affect-
Ing it.

Following the current as it comes into the Terminal House on
the 22,000-volt lines, we first come to the lightning arresters
which are of the well known multi-gap type, the connections to
each line having a reactive coil inserted to prevent the rush of
static discharge being followed by a greater current, from the
line, than the gaps of non-arcinig metal carl interrupt by cooling
off the air and extinguishing the arc at the zero period of the
wave. As an inteeresting fact it may be observed that the num-
ber of 1/32" standard gapsneeessary to prevent the current arcing
across unider normal conditions is not directly proportional to
the pressuire, but increases in the same ratio as the areing dis-
tance in air of a single gap.
The high-tension circuLit-breakers shown in Fig. 1 are of a

very simple formll but one which has invariably given excellent
results, being simply a long hollow wooden armr containing a
flexible insulated conductor, which completes the circuit through
copper contact blocks, Avith auxiliary carbon contacts for break-
ing the arc on. When the circuit-breakers open, the arm de-
scribes the are of a circle giving a break of over three feet, and
as the arc ascends rapid]v, due to the currents of hot air gener-
ated by it, the length of the arc is rapidly increased until broken.
The position of the miarble barriers above the panel illustrate
the height to which the arc inay be expected to rise irn extreme
cases. After passing through the circuit-breakers the current is
led to- bus bars, and frorrn these to the two groups of trans-
formers only three cables being carried from the panels to each
group of three transformers, as the delta connection is made at
the terminals. The low tension, or 11,00C-volt secondaries are
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connected in the same way to the bus bars on the secondary
panels, and from here the five three-conductor lead covered cables
distributing the current to the various sub-stations in Buffalo,
receive their current after passing through the usual recording
and indicating meters and circuit-breakers of the same type as
on the 22,000-volt side. All these circuit-breakers have a time
element device which can be regulated so as to make the circuit-
breakers open only after a short-circuit has lasted a predeter-
mined number of seconds; similar devices are used on all over-

FIGe. 2.-A view of one of the time element relays. The two coils are con-
nected respectively with current transformers in two phases of the line. Either
releases the clockwork which after a proper interval closes a local circuit
throuigh the tripping coils of the breakers.

load circuit-breakers, the time limit varying inversely as the
distance from the source of power, in order to prevent time more
distant stations sliutting down the othiers.
We nOW come to the distribuition anid coniversion of the cur-

rent in Buffalo, but the scope of this paper will onily permit of
the more important and novel feattures beiiig taken up anid de-
scribed in the briefest manner possible.
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DISTRIBIJTION.
Referring to tlle diagram, Fig. 5, showing the systenm of distribu-

tion connecting the seven sub-stations to theTerininial House,it will
be seen that there are five three-coniductor cables leav'ing the

"CRCIBREANSORERS .

FIG. jA
bl-fcrriheflod.ETE ONecsi fo d i s

vWsTCHES

FIG. 2A.

Termilial House, each sub-station being co-nneeIted to at least two
cables, eitlier one of which is capable of carryzing the; full load,
and in t'he other stations havilng more cables, any two are capa-
lble of carrying the full load. The -necessity for dup?licate ser-

vice to prevent shut-downs throtigh cable trouble, i's so obvious
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as to necessitate no further commient, but the automatic appara-
tus used to cut ollt the faulty cable is novel and interesting.
Before describing the system, a brief description of the various
circuit-breaking apparatus used will be in order.

Figure 1 shows a type of breaker used in the Terminal House
and in sulb-station No. 3, wlicil has already been described; Figs. 2
and 2A, shoW one known as the slhunted fuse type, in wlhicll the cur-
rent is carried by a sprinig copper leaf blrush wlich is forced into

FIG. 2i1B
contact with the copper blocks by ineans of a toggle joint lever.
In sliunt withi this is a copper fuse wire 20" long of No. 22 B. & S.
gauge fastened in a groove in a stick havinig near each end brass
contacts, whichi, wlhen the fuse stick is forced into the receptacle
mounted in thle marble panel, forms a shiunt on the circuit-
breaker propelr. The fuse stick is, covered witlh fibre paper, and
three hioles are puncetured tlirough this paper, so that when the
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stick is in place in the enclosing wooden tube, the holes in the
paper exposing the copper wire, are opposite three fibre chim-
neys. The gases formed by the melted copper escape with such
force through these chimneys shown in Fig. 2B, that the are
formed after the circuit-breaker trips, is blown out with a noise
resembling the report of a pistol.

FiG. 3.

To reset the circnit-breaker, the switches in series with it are

opened, the old fuse stick replaced by a new one, the circuit-
breaker closed, and last of all the switchies. This forin of cir-
cuit-breaker has given excellent results oni both 2200 volts and
11000 'volts. A time element relay is shown in Figure
2, whiceh is used on the ovcrload apparatuis, the retarda-
tion being accomplished by a train of clockwork operated by an
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ordinary sprino. The brake on the clock train (which is nor-
mally at rest) is released by either of the two magnets, one
being connected to the seeondary of a transformer in series with
phlase No. 1, and the other sitnilarly connected to phase No. 2,
the diagram showing the connections for a two-phase circuit.
Variation of the time limit is accomplished by changing the
angle of the air paddles on an axis normal to the spindle driving
them.

o0 W .z; AS Bo1
o ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~0

Cs.irSqeW vkwl- ie % 1 kV-t1 ItS

LY-e^YS |2re Y

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~P. . A ._

Fia. 4.

Figure 3 shows a third type of switch wbhich may be operated
by air, controlled by a relay or by any other agency, and con-
sists simply of a U-shaped copper rod connecting two brass
Cylinders, with spring sockets, filled with oil. When the U-
shaped rods are withdrawn from the copper receptacles at the
bottom of the cylinders the are is broken in oil in two places.
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The cut illustrates the separation of the phases by mneaiis of
brick partitions, so that in case of failure a short-eircuit cannot
take place. These switches have also given excellent results on
all pressures.

It is quite obvious that any sub-station supplied from two
cables in multiple through overload circuit-breakers, is thoroughly
protected fromn daTnage due to failure of the apparatus in itself,
but a few moments' consideration will also showtlat it is not pro-
tected from a shut-down due to one of tlhe cables suipplying it
becoming defective, and thereby causing the second cable's eir-
cuit-breakers to trip, from current supplied through them to the
short-circuit in the cable. To obviate this, the reversed current
circuit-breaker has been devised, and the connections are shown
in Figure 4. The circuit-breaker proper is of the same type as
those shown in Figures 1, 2 and 3 but the novelty lies in the
mneans of tripping it. The relay consists of a small direct cur-
rent fan motor lhaving laminated fields and armature, the arma-
ture circuit receiving current fromn the secondary of a trans-
former connected in series with one of the phases of one cable,
the fields receiving currenit from a small constant potential trans-
former coinnected to the same phase. The armature shaft car-
ries an arm whose play is limited between two stops, one of
which is connected to the tripping Coil of the circuit-breaker,
the other stop being blank. Normally with these connections
the torque exerted upon the armature is in such a direction that
the contact arm attached to the armature shaft is strongly pulled
against the blank stop, a spring assisting in this-pull.

Suppose that a short-circuit coines on No. 1 cable, the con-
ditions are now radically changed; the normal flow of currenit
into the bus bars from botlh cables no longer exists, for No. 2
cable will now be feedinig current into the short-circuit in No. 1
cable through the bus bars and circuit-breakers of No. 1, thereby
reversing the direction of the flow of energy 'in the armature
circuit of its relay, and as the field remains the same as before,
the contact arm swings over rapidly, completing the local cir-
cuit and tripping the circuit-breakers, leavinig the sub-station bus
bars connected to the good cable only. The same action willl
take place at all the sub-stations to which this cable miay be con-
nected, and finally the overload circuit-breakers in the Termiiinal
House will cut out the faulty cable entirely.
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The five cables shown in Fig. 5, connecting tlle Terminal House
withl the sub-stations are all of the 3-conductor type, that is, have
three 000 B. & s. gauge copper cables separately insulated under
one lead covering, the three insulated conductors being twisted
into a rope, and the interstices filled wvith jute yarns to give an
even round surface for the lead to rest on.

Three of these cables are insulated with a wall of 9/32" rubber
mixture having 30 per cent. of pure Para rubber; one has a wall
of i" rubber mnixture with 40 per cent. pure Para, and the
fifth cable has on each conductor 13/64" paper, and around the
three insulated conductors an additional belt of 13/64" paper. All
the cables have a lead jacket " tllick, over all, the outside
diatneter of cables being approximately 28 for the ruibber and 21
for the paper.

Experienice with the first four cables seemns to indicate that a
rubber insulated cable with 9/32' wall, 30 per cent. pure Para, is
perfectly reliable for 11,000 volts, but that '"insulation even
with a higher percentage of pure Para is not.
The 18 miles 'of paper insulated cable having onlly recently

been installed, no conclusions can be drawn with safety, but as
there are about 30 miles of the rubber covered cables which have
been installed for from. two to three years, tlle above conclusions
would seem to be drawn from experience with a sufficient
amount of cable to justify confidenice in its reliability.

In the sketch showing the cable system it will be noticed that
at several points "1 oil switches" are indicated; these are installed
in water-tight iron boxes in the manholes, in such positions as
to break the cables into sections of about one mile in length, so
that in the event of trouble the fault may be readily localized
and the bad section switched off in the manholes without inter-
ferilng with the rest of the cable.

Glazed tile conduits are used, and have proved, when dry, to be
an effectual safeguard against electrolysis, the only cases of trouble
from the latter having occurred in manholes in which the cables
were submerged in water. Considerable trouble was caused for
a time by the breaking down of the rubber near the end of the
lead covering where the cables were connected to the switch-
boards, and investigationI showed that this was caused by the
ozone generated by: the static discharge taking place fromi rub-
ber to lead, but this has been overcome by wiping on a large
brass cable head to the lead sheath and thus greatly increasing
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the distance between rubber and grounded sheath, the cable head
being filled with insulating compound poured in hot, a hard
rubber separator keeping the rubber covered conductors awray
fromn the brass whilst the compound was solidifying. Reference to
the diagram Fig. 5, will show that a further precaution has been
taken at the two most important sub-stations, Nos. 1 and 3, to
prevent interruption due to cable trouble, viz., to run loops from
all cables into them instead of taps. By this means, if a fault
should simultaneously develop in a sectioni of one cable between
these stations and in a section beyond either of them, cross-con-
nections can be made very rapidly and easily, by means of which
no cable will be overloaded for more than the shiort period neces-
sary to make these cross-connections.
To sum up: The nmeanis adopted for protection to the dis-

tributing system are:
1. Time element overload circuit-breakers.
2. Reversed current circuit-breakers.
3. Sectioning switchles in manholes.
4. Loop switches in principal sub-stations.

CONVERSION.

The 11,000-volt 25-cycle three-phase current distributed to
the seven sub-stations in Buffalo is manifestly unfit for use in
the supply of power or light without transformation in the for-
mer and coniversion in the latter case, as 25-cycle is niueh too
low a frequency for arc lighting, which promises to displace
inicandeseent lamps to a great extent in the near future.

In discussing the various means employed to make this power
available to the customer we will begin with the simplest and
then proceed to the more complex. The simnplest and most
efficient method is evidently to reduce the pressure by means of
static transformers of large capacity and high efficiency, and de-
liver three-phase 2200-volt current to the various customers by
means of a secondarv network of cables. Tlhis is done in sub-
stations Nos. 1, 2 and 3, where 2200-volt three-phase current is
delivered by underground and overhead cables to customers for
use in malt houses, grain elevators, machine shops, dry docks,
bakeries, tanneries and all sorts of manufacturing establishments
to the extent of about 4,0Q00 H.P. This power is utilized in the
above places chiefly by means of induction motors, some of
wlhiih receive the cuirrent directly at 2200 volts, but in the ma-
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jority of cases at a reduced pressure of 440 or 220, tle reducing
transforiners being supplied by the customer. For grain eleva-
tors, in which a large Iamount of fine dust of an explosive nature
is present, the induction inotor presents an ideal solution of the
power problem as the safety and controlling devices can be
located in a separate building, so that no spark can cause ain
explosion or fire. The efficieney of transfornmation witlh this
system is evidently that of the transformers only, which in sizes
of 250 K.W. and upwards is fromn 975 to 98.3 per cent. at full
speed.
The largest user of power in Buffalo is the International Trac-

tion Company, which receives a total of 7000 H.P. in five sub-
stations, No. 1, Cold Springs, Walden Avenue, Eagle and Jeffer-
son streets, and Elk and Seneca streets, where the power is
distributed to their 5-50-volt direct currenit feeders after being
transforrm3ed frormi 11,000 volts to 375 volts and converted in
rotary converters to 600-volts direct current.
An interesting comparison is the relative efficiencies and cost

of static transformers and rotary converters as against motor
generators receiving the 11,000-volt current direct irnto the
motor, and converting it into 600-volt direct current by means
of a generator coupled to the same shaft, and is given in the fol-
lowing table:

EFrFICIFNCIES: 200 K.W. UNITS.

Tiansformer Rotary Combined' Motor Generator Combined

Full load 97.5 93.0 9.67 95 92 87.4

34 load. 97.1 92.5 91 85 54

Xload. 96.0 90.0 86.so 92 88.5 81X42

From the above table it will be seen that the transformer
and rotary converter give 3.27 per cent. at full load, 4.27 per
cent. at three-qularter load and 4.98 per cent. at one-half load
better efficiency thanl the motor cgenerator set.
The investment shows a saving in, favor of transformiiers and

rotary coniverters of about 19 per cent., so that for purposes
su Il as railroad work, where nio great refinemenit of regula-
tion is required, the rotary is beyond doubt tlle best and most
economical.
A view of a sub-station is given in Ficr. 0, whichll is typical
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of all; the incoming current enters a three-pole oil switcl,
whielt is known as an emergency switch, and from there
branehes to several oil switches, each of whihel controls the
primaries of three 150 K. W. static air-blast transformers con-
nected in delta; the secondaries, also delta-connected, go direct
to the collector-rings of a 400 K. w. rotary converter, so that
the tlhree static transformers and rotary converter form one
unit, being in fact started from the direct-current end and
synchronized by means of small potential transformers on the
11,000-volt primaries.

FiIa. 0.

To provide for the emergency of a total shuttdown of the
power circiuits, those sub-stationis whichl have no storage battery
auxiliary from whicil direct current may be got for starting
the rotaries, a small motor generatoi set is installed, consisting,
of a 30 il. 1. induction motor direct-connected to a 20 K. W.
600-volt direet-current generator. This set is supplied witlh
alternating current by means of a three-phase oil-cooled trans-
former, reducing the pressure from 11,000 to 375 volts; as
soon as the power is on the cables the induction motor is
started, the small direct-current generator is connected to the
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bus-bars and one of the rotaries started and synchronized in
the usual way, after whiclh the motor generator set is shut
down and the remaining rotaries started from the first. From
the five sub-stations distributing power to the direct-current
feeders great economy of distribiition is obtained and an equality
of pressure at practically every point of the system, which would
be practically impossible with a single plant with 550-volt
feeders covering the same distance. Storage batteries are
installed at Sub-stations iNo. 1, Cold Springs and Eagle and
Jefferson, having a total capacity for 1- lhours of 2,400 H. P.

FIG. 7.

at 575 volts. They are used principally to help carry the peak
load between 5 P. m. and 6.30 P. m. and to take up part of
the extremne fluctuations of load through differentially wound
boosters.
We now come to the last and most interesting plant con-

nected to the transmnission systemi in Buffalo, viz., that of thie
B3uffalo Gener-al Electric Company, the transformer-house of
whicl is markedI Sub-station No. 3" on the sketcl showing
cable system, in which 4,000 H. P. is received from the power
C.Wepany, and after being t-ansformed to 360 volts is con-
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verted, by means of motor generator sets, rotaries, e'c., into
four different kinds of service-constant continuous current
for street are lighting, 60-cycle quarter-phase current for incan-
descent and arc lighting in the more remote districts, three-
wire 220-volt continuous current for the down-town dis rict,
and 550-volt continuous current for power to motors, eleva-
tors, etc.
The transformer-house, built as an annex to the main station,

has twelve 250 K. w. transformers, reducing the three-phase

pi I8.

11,000-volt current to three-phase 360 volts. The transformers [see
Fig. 71 are arranged in two rows instead of thiree as usually in
order to facilitate the rapid exchlange of one in case of trouble.
By arranging thien in this way the tranisformer has only to be
raised hialf an inch by the hand-cranie and then run out of the
way to make roomi for the kpare one, an operationi requiring
only ani extremely shiort period comnpared to thjat necessarv to.
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lift the transforiner over the others. The transforniers stand
over a brick aircharmber 30'x 9'x 7' higlh, into whiieh three 2
H. P. induction motors direct-connected to air blowers force cool
air, giving an even pressure of about lhalf aii ounce in all parts
of the chabl)er. Access is had to the air-clhamber through
double air-tighlt doors, so that a man can work on the tertiminals
or connect up a new group without interfering in any way with
the air supply. Iron shelves on the outside of the brick walls
of the air-chattuber form supports for the primary cables leading
to the s\vitchboar(ds on the one side and for the secondaries on

FiG. 9.

the other, giving wide separation for safety, similar to those in
Fig. 8.
The transformers are connected to the primary and secondary

switchboard panels by rubber insulated and lead covered cables;
each transformer is wired single-phase to the panels, the delta
connection being made after passing through spring expulsion
type aluminium fuses on the primary side, and ordinary long
break alumilinium fuses with barriers on the secondary side, so
that in the event of a transformer burning out it will cut itself
out of circuit without affecting the other two of the same group.
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The secondary current after going through the usual recording
and indicating instruments, terminates in three heavy copper bus
bars, extending the full lenDgth of the secondary board, to wbich
are attached the cables briilging the curilent inito the inain build-
ing of the Buffalo GeneralkElectric Company.

In adopting the secorndary volta e of 360, a nutmber of points
were taken into consideration, the principal one being that a
large and lhealthy day load in 550-volt direct current motors was
being supplied at the time steam was used for motive power, and
could not well be discontinued, so that voltage was adopted
which would permit of rotaries beingl run witlhout any further
transformation. This pressure besides being very safe for cables
and inotors, is a very economical one to build for, as it permits
of the use of bar wlinding on all sizes, and as all motors are of
the revolving field type, the question of carrying heavy current
in the collector rings was left out. "The only additional cost due
to the low pressure was in the cables within the plant, and this
was more than balanced by the saving in a further transforma-
tion for the 550-volt rotaries and in the additional safety of bar
winding versus wire.
The power house, Fig. 9, is a building 91'x91', ha ing a row of

columnns down the center, each half of the building being spanned
by a crane traveling the full length with transfer points
from one crane to the other.

In this building, having 8281 squiare feet of floor surface are
installed 6460 iH. P. in motors, 6073 in generators and 600 IT. P.
in rotaries, a total of 13,133 n. P. in electrical machinery, giving
a floor space of 0.63 square foot per H. P. or 1.24 square feet per
H. P. of generating capacity, including all regulating apparatus,
switchboards, etc.

APPARATUS FOR STREET ARc LIGHTING.
At the present day if the problem of arc lighting for street

purposes with 25-cycle three-phase current supplied, were to be
placed before an engineer, several methods of soluti(on would
suggest themselves in the following order: Ist, rectifiers; 2d,
motor generator sets, converting to 60 cycles constant potential
with some form of transformer or reactive coil to regulate for
constant current; 3d, motor genierator set converting to con-
stant continiuous current; 4th, motor generator set converting
to constant alternating current with series transformers and con-
densers.
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The full load efficiencies of the four systems with compara-
tive investments and full power factors are approximately as
follows:

1 2 3 4
Recifie. Motor Generators Motor Generators Motor GeneratorsRectiflers. o6 Cycle. Constant D. C. Constant A. C.
88 83.94 78.9 86.6% Efficiency.
53 100 94 94 % Investment.
70 100 100 100 % Power Factor.

From the above table it will be seen that the rectifier leads
in all respects save one, viz., power factor (the power factors
given are those of the 25-cycle end, the receiver power factor

FIG. 10.

being of small importance), but in a system where the are
lighting forms a considerable portion of the system this is a
serious feature, especially with generators not having good
inherent regulation.
Owing to existing contracts with the city, the company was

forced to adopt the third plan, but after the expiration of the
present contract it will probably adopt the fourth plan, installing
enclosed A. c. lanmps.
The arc lighting equipment at present consists of 14 motor

generator sets, each set consisting of one 150 K. w. revolving
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field type three-phase synchronous motor direct-coupled to two
125-light 9.6 ampere Brush are generators, the motor being in
the center, with a generator on each end, coupled by mneans of
a very simple but efective type of insulating coupling, con-
sisting of four arms or spiders on the motor-shaft and a similar
number on the generator, compressilng spring rubber rolls 3k"
in diaimeter by 4"' long between them.

These motors are started in a very simple manner. The
switchboard panel, showni in Fig. 10, controlling each motor,
has mounted on it one ammeter, one double pole field switch

SOURFCES
OF SUPPLY

*-E

|FIE-LD

NON-INDUCTIVE

RESISTANCE

4Amleriran EectrWan

FiG. l1.-Circuits of switch shown in Fig. 10.

with discharge resistance as shown in sketeh, Fig. 11, three
single pole double throw knife switches and a rheostat. The
fuse base is mounted on the back. FasteTned to the wall behind
each panel are the reactive coils for starting the motor.
To start the motor the three single pole switches are thrown

down, thus connecting the motor armature to the bus bars
through the reactive coils; the motor comes up to full speed
in about 50 seconds, taking at the start about 150) per cent.
full-load current. The time of attaining synichronism is deter-
mined by touching the blades of the field switch connected to
the revolving fields on the discharge resistance clips and noting
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if any spark occurs. ln the absence of any, the field switch
is closed, exciting the fields and the single pole double throw
switches turned up one at a time (the motor running single-
phase meanwhile).
The spark at the discharge resistance terminals is of course

due to the difference in frequency or slip between the impressed
frequency and that due to the speed of the motor. At the start
this gives about 2,200 volts, dying down in inverse ratio to the
speed attained, to zero, at synchronism.

FIG. 12.

550-VOLT POWER SERVICE.

The 550-volt power service is supplied from rotary converters

[~Fig. 121, in the usuial way, calling for ino comment beyond the
method of startinig from the A.c. end which is done in exactly the
same way as in the synchronous motors; the fields being statio-
nary, a multiple blade switch is mounted on the frame of the
machine to isolate each field windinig, and thus break up thte in-
duced E.M.F. at starting.
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60-CYCLE SYSTEM.
Three 500-K.W. three-phase synchronous revolvlg field type'

muotors direct connected to 500 K w. revolving field 2200-volt
quarter phase generators, furinish the current for this system.
The feeders are connected to double throw oil switches, so that
they can be thrown from one phase to the other to balance up
the load, a further control of the voltage being obtained by
meanls of regulators on each phase. Some rather unusual prob-

4 ~ ~ I

.~~~~~~~~~~~.

/ B1 t , W5E 11 :_,

bmIs presentedtheIselves in synchronizing these 60-cycle gen-
erators. The motors having eighlt poles and the generators
20, it is evident fromn the sketch,Fig. 13, that only every fif£th pol:e
of the motor will be the proper point to lock at. At first it was
supposled that by opening the field switch on the motor t:hat it
would slip a pole when the generator field w-as excited, anld the
whole iron lOSseS acted as load, but the voltmeter showing the
resultant voltage between the bus bars and the ingoinlg genera-
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tor refused to move. The synchronous motor was too good a

hysteresis andi reaction tmotor, but the solution was found in put-
tinlg in a reversing field switel on the motor, thus causing it to
slip a pole on each reversal. The inner circle, shown in Fig. 13,
represents the motor poles, and the outer the generator. If the
generator carrying load has its poles in the position 1, 1, at the
moment the field switch on the motor abohit to go into service
is closed, and the latter locks with 1, 1 in the position of 4, it
is evident that we miist reverse the motor fields several timies in
order to make it slip back to position 3, then 2, and finally 1.
Whilst the position 3, 6, has a sitiilar relation to the generator
pole, to that of 1,1, yet the polarity is reversed on the generator so
that unless we reverse the generator field also, the motor must
be made to slip to position 1, 1. Another peculiar feature was
that supposing the bus bar voltaage and that of the ingoing mna-
chine to be the same, and the machines apparently in phase, if
thrown together the ingoing machine would not take more than
a small fraction of the load, and no ehange of field strength of
either motor or generator had any effect, beyond making the
generator carry idle current.
We have here the peculiar combinatiotn of doujble synchronism,

with mechanical connection besides,so that either inaehine may act
as motor or generator according to conditions. The explanation
is as follows:
The motor carrying the load sags behind a few degrees of

phase, carrying with it the genierator, but the latter having 2.5
times the number of poles of the motor, any sag of the motor
is mtultiplied by 2.5, thus causing a differenee of phase between
the loaded generator anid the unloaded one great enough to
render division of load impossible. InCreasing the field strength
of the light generator merely results, under these conditiolns,
in the unloaded generator supplying idle cross current out of
phase with the bus bar current, and therefore not putting load
on its own motor. Manipulation of the inotor field rlheostats
can evidently accomplish nothing to bring the generators into
phase.
The solution is a rather startling one, and is found in the

use of oscillating currents. The in-going generator is excited
to stuch a degree that the resultant voltage from it and the bus
bars is equal to the, latter; this means at half load on one, and
the other light, an inerease of 4 per cenrt. in voltage, indicating
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a plhase angle difference of about 22.5 in the generators and 9°
sag in the motor. The motor fields are weak-ened and the un-
loaded generator thrown on the bus bars. Owing to the dif-
ference of voltage and phase, the sudden closing of the circuit
establishes strong oscillatory currents between the generators;
these are transmitted mechanically to the motors and repeated,
the amplitude gradually decreasing from a maximum value of
100 per cent. full-load current to zero as the equilibrium of
the circuit is established. The whole time, from the moment
of putting the unloaded generator into multiple to the disap-

Fio. 14.

pearance of the oscillations, is usually about 45 seconds, duiring
whichl the field strenigthis of the generators and miotors are

rapidly equalized, and theo load will be found to be perfectly
divided between the two generators, thle mechianical oscillations
lhaving resulted in the onily stable equilibrium possible under
the conditions.

EXCITERS.

Before the installing of the storage battery it was necessary
to have some quick means of gettingo continuous current, to
,determine the polarity of thle rotar-y converters and energize
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the fields of the synchronous motors in case of a shut-down
oil the power circuits, and for this purpose two exciter sets
consisting of 30-H. P. induction motors direct-connected to 20-
K. w. 125-volt continuous-current generators were installed.
Since the installationl of the battery, all the exciting current is
taken from it during the period of heavy load, for two reasons;
first, to reduce the peak load; second, to automatically maintain
an almost constant power factor of 98 per cent. leading, on the
total load of the plant, due to the Edison load increasing (and
bus bar pressure increasing correspondingly) simultaneously with
the other station load and tbus giving increased c. E. M. F. in
the mlotors.

Fi.(. 15.

EDISON SYSTEM.

There are evidently two ways of converting three-phase 25-
cycle current into 120 to 150-volt continuous current, one being
by means of transformers with rotary converters, and the other
with motor generator sets.
A comparison of the net efficiency of both systems for 200-

ir. w. units is given in the following table, the rotary including
in its circuit some form of regulators capable of varying the
voltage 25 per cent.:
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lotcr Traneformers Diff
Generator. and Rotarie.. Xference.

Full load ........... 87.40 89.87 2.47
Three-quarter load. . 85.54 88.70 3.16
Half load ........... 81.42 84.90 3.48

Owing to the additional regulating apparatus necessary with
the rotaries, the first cost in either case is practically the same.
From the above efficiencies, rotaries would seem to be indi-

cated as the best choice, but in an extensive power transmission
scheme where nearly o0 per cent. of the load is used for railroad
purposes, and the generators bave a comparatively poor inherent
regulation to enable them to withstand safely severe shortceircuits
on the lines. rotaries have had to be abandoned for this service,

FiG. 16.

every fluctuation of the line potential being reproduced on the
direct current side. Two 100I .w. rotaries were installed,but addi-
tions have been made to the system only in motor generator sets,
two of which are installed, the first of whichl is a direct con-
nected set consisting of a 425 x.w. motor coupled to two 200 K.w.
generators, [Fig. 14], having a very wide range of voltage to
permit of charging the battery direct without the intermediary
of a booster; the second, now being installed, is an 850 K.W-
motor direct coupled to two 400 K.w. generators.
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A 150 K.w. booster set consisting of a synchronous, miotor
coupled to two direct current boosters is used for charging pur-
poses, and for carrying, long feeders. The storage battery has a
capacity for one and a half hours of 6600 amperes at 150 volts,
[Fit. 16], there being 75 cells on each side of the system with two
20 point end all switches [Fig. 15], on each side to give control of
the pressure nnder varying load.
A peculiar point observed is that a motor generator set and

rotaries operating in muiltiple on the direct current side, tend to
regulate one anotlher, with varying speed, for constant potential.
The rotaryT being practically independent of speed; a fall of
speed or frequency on a transmiission system having a large
amount of inductance reduces the reaetance, and a rise in speed
ncreases the latter so that but for changes'in the impressed
Voltage the rotary should give the best results on a system driven
from water power in which the governors must of necessity be
sluggish. The motor generator, on the otlher band, is indepen-
dent of changes in impressed voltage, but sensitive, especially
with undersaturated fields, to change of speed.

In coneluding this paper the auithor wislhes to express his ob-
ligations to the American Electician for permissioin to use cuts;
to Mr. P. F. Sellers of the Cataract Power and Coniduit Co., for
outline drawings, and to Mr. G. A. Harvey of the General Elec-
tre Co. for photographs.
Much matter, which could, under a strict construction of the

title, have been put in has been left out, and matter which in the
author's opinion is mnore interesting and practical substituted.
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I)1SCUSSION.

MR. G ANO S. DUNN:-The portion of the paper referring to
the use of rotary converters and inotor generators was particu-
larly interesting to me, because of some recent interest I have had
in that matter. I notice on page 138, near the bottom, that after
giving the differenit efficiencies of these two arrangements for
transformation, Mr. Stott gives the difference in first cost as
about 19 per cent. WNow, two-phase rotary converters have an
inereased capacity over the corresponding direct current genera-
tor, and three-phase machines a still greater increase, and my
figures have led mne to believe that the difference in cost between
motor generators and rotaries even on the two-phase basis is
greater than 19 per cent. I should like to ask Mr. StOtt what
was the mechanical arrangement of the motor generators on which
that Cost was figured. Was it simply a Imotor coupled to a gen-
erator, or were two armatures o01 one shaft supported by
only two bearings instead of four, and were there an1y other
features that wotild thriow light on the small increase in cost
relatively to the rotary converters ?
Mr. STOTT :-In reference to the small difference of cost, I

should say that all this work is three-phase work' and that the
price of rotaries irnclude static transformers, Ahereas the price of
motor generators does not.

After leaving the transformer house at Niagara Falls every-
thing is three-phase from there onwards. The difference of cost
wras taken from actual figuires, arnd I do not know exactly what
to aseribe it to unless that the speed of the rotary converter was
comparatively low, and the cornparison probably would have
come out more even, or rather a greater diference, hiad the
speeds been more alike; that is to say, the speed of the rotary
converter, as I rernember, was lower than that of the motor gen-
erator set.
MR. CALVIN W. RIcE :-I would like to ask if any data have

been obtained in these experiments onl the watts lost per duct
foot in multiple duct construction ?
MR. STOTT :-In reference to Mr. Rice's question, that is not

one that is taken up in this paper, and I cannot answer that
question off-hand, but a great numiber of experiments were car-
ried on at Niagara Falls, the results of which I have not with me
to-night, but I know, speaking from mnemory, it came out that
when the ducts were in a greater nuimber than 2.5 and were all
filled with cables, that is to say, three-conductor three-phase
cables, that it became almost impossible to get rid of the heat
without some special means of ventilation. The test was miade
on conduits as actually laid with wires pulled through them, and
run up to a temperature corresponding to what the dissipation of
'heat would have been with a three-conductor 2200-volt cable,
and for that reason instead of supplying a large factoi-y near the
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power house at 2200 volts it was decided on the strength of those
experiments to supply them at 11,000 volts to get rid of this
loss of energy in the cables. I am sorry I have not got the
firg,res.
MR. RICE :-I would like to ask if in practical operation you

run paper cables at a higher temperature than you do rubber?
MR. STOTT:--The paper cables have onlly just been put in.

They only went into operation about a nmonth ago, so that they
have not been forced at all.
MR. C. P. STEINMETZ: -I would like to ask lr. Stott whether

with the types of switehes employed in the differenit statioins,
the open air long break switch, and the oil switch, he has noticed
aniy difference in the action of those switches on the circuit, that
is, whether sometimes one switch is more liable to cause rupture
of the cable than the other, if such rupture occurs at all.
MR. STOTT:-I do not believe that there has been enouigh dif-

ferenee in the behavior of these switches to really be notice-
able; that is to say, these interruptions to the cables have
usually happened during the time the cable was in service, and
not at the time of the interruption of the circuit. There is one
poinlt we noticed in cables breaking down. that the breakdowns
almost invariably came from one to three days after an interrup-
tion. That is to say, the current had been thrown on that cable
atfuill pressuLre, and we were afraid that some resonant effects
had taken place, because an examination of the statistics of
break-downs showed in almost every case that the break-downs
occurred from one to three days of the time when the cablea had
been out of service and had been suddenly put into service at
full pressure.

AIR. ELmAs E. RIES:-Mkr. Stott states oni page 138 that the
largest user of power itl Buffalo is the International Tractiorn
Company, which rec,eives a total of 7 000 lhorse power in five
sub-stations, which is first transformed from 11,000 volts to 375
volts, and tllen converted in rotary converters to 600 volts
direct current, for supplying continuous-current railway motors.
I would li:ke to ask Mr. Stott whether or not the International
Traction Company has ever attempted to use the alternating cur-
rent for the direct operation of motors on cars instead of first con-
verting it into direct current.
MR. STOTT ----No; that attempt has never been made.
MR. RIEs :-At oUr last mneeting Mr. Hammer gave us a de-

scription of several electric railwaly installationis in Europe in
which the motors were operated by alternating currents, and it
would be iilteresting, I believe, to the members present to hear
of some tests made in this- country with that object in view.
Perhaps, our friend Mr. Steinmnetz, might be able to enlighiten
us onl that sibject.

IMR. STEINMETZ:-I can do that very well, because I have made'
very mlany tests on the use of three-phase motors on railroad
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cars. The first tests were made in 1894, running a trolley car
around the factory yard, and we have run the car many times
since, and tried various types of motors on our experimental
railroad track, and have satisfied ourselves entirely that with the
three-phase motor on a car you can get a rapid acceleration, you
can get any starting torque you want, you can do anything you
want to do, but the motor is in its electrical and mechanieal
character, essentially a shunt motor. It has a torque propor-
tional to the current, and independent of the speed at constant
field excitation. That is to say, if you want to start vou require
at the moment of starting the same current for a given torque
as you require when running at full speed, and the rest of the
power corresponiding to reduced speed is merely wasted in the
rheostat. Shunt motors, continuous current, have been tried a
numaber of times in electric railroad service, and have always
failed, and that was the reason why the three-phase railroad
motor has not been introduced. It is decidedly inferior in start-
ing, and in rtnning at low speed, and in acceleration, to the con-
tinuous currenlt series motor. Now, there is undoubtedly a con-
siderable advanitage in the induction motor for a railroad car,
because you can elinlinate the rotary coniverter and the sub-
stations, and can install stationary transformer stations. It has
the disadvantage that you need two trolleys. There is in exist-
ence a double trolley road in the United States, and claimied to
be very satisfactory, but I do not think that a selcond one has
ever been built. You can imagine how beautifuil it would be in
the center of a city to run a double trolley svstem. The three-
phase motor nevertheless might come in uise going from city to
city, because there you have no switches and crossings. You do
not need to start and stop so frequenitly. The only trouble is
these suburban roads always run into a city, and you do not want
to dump the passengers at the outskirts of the city and have them
wait for the next city car, as necessary if you changed to direct
current and different mnotors there. That is one disadvantage of
the three-phase nmotor.
Then the three-phase induction niotor has a power factor. In

railway service you could not run a thirty-second of an inch air-
gap between the rotary and the stationary member of the motor.
,You have to have a little more generous air-gaps for mechanical
reasons. The power factor is some 80 per cent. with the uisual
induction motor air-gap. You can inagine where tlhat power
factor goes to with a larger air-gap. That means so much more
current over the trolley line, not only so mnuch more current but
lagging current, which causes so much more drop in the reactance
of the line in addition to the resistance drop. In continuous, cur-
rent trolley lines we sometimes hiave enormous drops. If you
have a heavv load on the end of a feeder, from 500 to 600 volts
that you start out with, the voltage may go down even to 200 or
300 volts. Well, it mneans the cars go along slowly, but still they
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go, and they give any torque you want in starting. With the
iduction nmotor, the torque is proportional to the square of the
voltage. Hence, if you run the induction motor trolley line at
'600 volts average potential, and the voltage is 30), the car will
not start. You get over that to a certain extent by raising the
voltage on the trolley. But then you have the deviation from
standard practice. Everybody knows what the 5.50-volt trolley
does, and nobody kiows what the 3,000-volt trolley will do, ex-
cept on- paper, and on experimental lines. All these difficul-
Ities and objections of special arrangements and new untried
methclds-in practice have to be considered. Still the system would
be introdueed if there were any essential compensating advantages.
Theoretically yotu can iundoubtedly see some points wherein the
three-phase rioad is really superior. Since I experimqented in 1894, I
thought, and all my friends agreed with me, that it would be
very nice to install a three-phase railroad somewhere. So I and
all, other railroad engineers witlh whoni I am acquainted have
enudeavored to find a place where we really hiave a reasonable
excuse to install a three-phase railroad. Once we nearly had
one, and at present we again see a chanice where we mnighit in-
stall one, where there is really a good reason for using it, but thus
far I have not installed any. Taking all into consideration, the
wide raInge of speed and pow0er required in railroading, rather
militates against inducltion motors, which give full. efficiency only
at full speed.

Still, there may be special cases, and I hope still to live lonig
enough to find a few where induction motors are preferable,
For instance, where you climb a grade runninig up the Rocky
Mountains, one side up and the other down, or anything of that
kind, where you cani give uniform speed running down hill, run-
ning a little above syniehronism, and tlherefore have the induc-
tion motor act as generator on the down grade; you have the
advantage that you do not wear out the brakes. However,
the experience of the Jungfrau Railroad, which, as you know,
was built as a three-phase railroad, was not very favorable. They
have very few cars running, and once in a while it happens that
a car was running down, returning power, and no car going up
to use the power, aind the ultimate outcome was that they put in
some remarkably complicated arrangemnents for electrically con-
suming the power. But then I fail to see what advantage a
three-phase current has in this case.

lt is true in Europe there are a number of three-phase railroads;
but we cannot draw any analogy from that, for the railroad condi-
tions are very different there. The rotary converter is absolutely un-
known to European engineers. They have never found out what
that thing is. Rotary converters are being rapidly introduceed in
Europe,-but the engineers there know nothing about them ex-
cepting that they believe they are no good. All the converters there
are Amlerican made, or made at branch factories of Americain comn-
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panies, and so where the power for a railroad has to bW trans-
mitted a loing distance as polyphase current, the rotary coniverter
being unknown, the Europeans have used three-phase imiotors on
the car. Here in the States the rotary converter wvas in-
stalled and put irnto comnmercial service, in 1894, in the early days.
of long distance transmission, and became so familiar to every-
body that when long distance transmission for railroads came into
consideration, the ordin-ary standard continuous motor was used,
and nobody was forced to get up a new systemn of railroad
inotors, which offered no compensating advantages, and so the
three-phase railroad motor has inot been introduced here, although
I hope we might still see some experimental plants.
THE PRESIDENT :-Mr. Steinmetz' account was very interest-

ing, but I think he is mistaken in one or two points. I do
not think the Jungfrau railroad is a failure. When I visited it,
last summer I was told quite the contrary1; the part that is now
in operation is paying excellent returns for the ;investment in
that part. The company is, of course, not paying any dividends
yet, because it is continuing the construction of the road. The
constructors worked all the previous winter at it, and this year I
believe they intend to work all summer, too. Concerning that
device for running down hill which Mr. Steinmetz referred to
as being very complicated, 1 would like to explain that it is used
only as a safety device, so as to be able to mrn down hill in case
the continuity of the trolley wires or contact with them, is bro
ken. Moreover it i"s at present used only on one of the four loeo-
mlotives as an experiment; withl the system used on the others, if a
car goes down hill and something happens at the power station
or to the trolley lines, so that it could not send the power back into
the trollev lines, it would have to descend with the aid of the brake-
shoe which is objectionable. It is to meet this emergency that-
this system of exciting with continuous current is used. Mforeover,
it is not comnplicated in the least; it is sinmply the additioni of a.
very small continuoius current dynamo,belted to one of the motors.
In other res-pects the plant is exaetly the same as before. It cannot
be said therefore that it is a very serious comnplication.

Concerning rotary converters, Mr. Steinmetz was not correct
in saying that they are absolutely unknown to Europeani engi-
nieers. They are known and are used there, though much less
frequently. The foreign engiineers differ with us iin esti-
mating the relative advantages of the rotary con verter and tlhe
motor generator. I saw a large rotary converter of German
mranufacture, installed in the large, new Berlin statiorn, and
the engineer who designed tbe instailati6n said- that itf he lhad to
do it over again he would install a mtoto--generator. That rotary
converter was also of interest in that it could be regulated forvol-

'Since this discussion took place I have been infotmed by a Swiss electrical
engineer, who is in a position to know, that this railroad will unquestionably
be continued, and Lhat the reports of its failure were started by those who
waanted to buv a controlling interest in the stock,
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tage. It was coupled on the same slhaft with what might be called an
alternator which was excited by the continuous current. The
alternating current, hefore it went into the rotary, passed through
this alternator and by variously exciting the field, the alternating
current could be boosted up, or lowered in voltage, and in that
way the voltage of the continuous current could be regulated
without passiing it tlhrough a second conmmutator.
MR. RIES :- wouIld like to ask Mr. Steinmetz whether it is

not miainly due to the fact that dirett-current motors in this coun-
try are standardized and a regular article of mantufacture, that
progress in the development of alternatinig current railway motors
is more backward here than it is abroad, rather than to the many
alleged disadvantages of such motors which he hbas stated. We
know that there are a great many losses and conplications in the
methods which are practiced at Buffalo, as Mr. Stott showed in his
paper to-night, and wherever else the alternating-direct trans-
mission system is installed. it has been the airn of electrical
engineers to overeomne those losses and to simplify the equipment
so as to avoid the necessity of having so nmany intermediate trans-
formations anid so mnuch attendance at rotary sub-stations, etc.,
which the static transformer would elimninate. I am under the
impression, at least it has been so stated,- that there is a lack of
serious effort made here on the part of the larger manufacturing
companies--to avail themselves of the opportu-nities presented by
the use of alternating current railway tnotors for purely selfish
reasons, rather than owing to their few disadvantag,es. The ques-
tion of double trolleys, etc.,--three-conductors, in the case of
multiphase currents-would not be so serioius a matter in large
cities wliere the underground conduit is used; the track coulld
be used as the third conductor very readily, and tbe other disad-
vantages mnentioned are not deterrent. The question is whether
or not the fact that direct current motors have become standardized,
and are used so extensivelv on existing railway cars as to cause a
reluctance on the part of manufacturing concerns to such a
change, is not the principal reason that the United States is so
far behind Europe iin this respect.
M'. STEINVIETZ :-There iS undoubtedly in the relation be-

tween standard apparatus and special apparatis, a good deal
of cause for the customer to fight shy of three-phase motors;
but as far as the large manufacturing comnpanies are co-ncerned,
there is no disinclinationi on their side againist the three-phase in-
duction motors on railroads. On the contrary there is a very
great tendency toward that practice, and it has been pushed to a
good extent. I am quite sure that the Westinghouse company
has been trying, just as the company with which I am con-
nected has for a number of years,been tryinig to install three-
phase induction motors on railroads.

I may,for instance, state that an American company is at present
installing a three-phase induction: railroad in northern Italy, not
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in America. The Italians wanted three-plhase, and so they got
it. But if it were this country, I would not recommend three-
phase. I do not see any reason, because continuous current
could do just as well, and better; but this road is being built, and I
am very glad of it. Another instance we had some years ago,
where we wanted to build a three-phase railroad at cost price, and
see it go. But 0t the last moment the customer put on the con-
tinuous current. If you come to the underground conduit, you
must consider that even at 20-cycles, the ordinary iron rail offers
against an alternating curr-ent an impedance which is fromii three
to five timnes the ohmic resistance, which is not negligible. Still
there is really no disinclination by American designing
anid consnlting engineers, but all have been very favorably
inelined; to thie three-phase induction imotor for railroads, only
there was no case in this country where it could, be conscien-
tiously recommended in preference to the continuous current
motor.
MR. JOSEPH SAcRs:-I think the acceleration of the induction

inotor in this case is such that we have ran ahead of the paper,
and rather lost it in the backgrouind. I think that while we
have all been most intensely interested in Mr. Steir metz's dis-
cussion of the induction motor operation, we would be far more
interested, if that were at all possible, to hear his discussion of
the propo ition that lie had already menitioned, namely, the
operation of protective devices on sutch systems as Mr. Stott has
nmentioned.

It seems to me that in the paper two peculiar formns of high
potential protective circulit-opening devices are mentioned, and
Air. Steinmetz has alreadv asked the question whether there was
any difference in effect between the operation of a long drawn
out are circuit-opening device, and that of the quick circuit-
openiing device I think that is a (luestion of intenise interest to
us all, and if Mr. Stott cannlot give us detailed informnation there-
on, that is, with relation to the effect of such circuit-opening
devices, upon transmission and generating and translating ma-
chinery, perhaps Mr. Steinmetz can. or some of our other niem-
bers may be able to do so. I should very much like to hear
from. Mr. Steinrmetz his opinion, regarding, for instance, the rela-
tive supposed effect of long drawn out arc circuit-opening devices
over those that operateinstantaneously.
MR. STEINMETZ :-Regarding this question I may say that in

the comparison of the long drawn out circuit-breaking device
:and the quick break-that the qiiek bi-eak is the air switch,
and not the oil switch. It is frequently assumed that if you
draw a long arc in the air, that there is a slow break in the circuit.
That is not the ease. There is nlo break quicker than the break
in open air. MMetal vapor being of very low resistance can draw
an are two or three feet long, having a drop of not more than a
few hundred volts. If in a high potelntial circuit yoIu draw an arc of
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three or four feet, there is hardly any voltage across the arc, until it;
breaks. But the break is extreinelyvquick. A friend of mine has
made some very nice photographic investigations of the natuire of
the break in ahigh potential circuit, with capacity in shunt, and
found that a shlort eircuit across a high potential eircuit ruptures
itself with extreme rapidity.
When the oil switch was experinented witl, I was very

greatly afraid of it due to the quick break -in the oil.
Experience and a very careful investigation on high voltage
circuits has shown that the break of the oil switch at very high
voltage, three, five or ten thousand, is niot a quick break. Liquid
is practically incompressible, and tlherefore the gas bubble which
is formed there stands under enormous pressure and holds the
are up to the next zero value of current. At the next zero value
of current the liquid pressure blows out the are. It seerns to be
the action of the oil switch to hiold the eircuit up to' the
next zero value and then extinguish it. So that other things
being equal, the probability is that the open air break is more
dangerous and destructive than thlle oil break. Now, I have no
comuplete experimental record of that except that in investiga-
tions which were made inicidentally oni the samrle plant at Niagara
Falls, described in the paper, with 5000 horse-power behind.
When trying a number of different breaks I found that the only
switch which would open the circuit with the resistanee and in-
ductance in series, which never gave a rise of voltage, was the
oil switchl. That is not quite conclusive, because all I had
was ordinary resistance and inductance, but no capacity. The
conditions may chan)ge as soon ascapacity enters. But 1 know that
in all inductive circuits, witlh negligible capacity, tlhe air switch
is more dangerous thanr the oil switch. It may then be assurned in the
absenice of more complete data that the oil switclh is the safer
one, even in other cases.

I have investigated that latelv, and I shall at one of the nrext
meetinags reacd a paper on the theoretical investigations of these
high voltage phenomena whlih may occur in transmIssion liSnes
during a sudden change of circuit conditionSs as closing the
circuit on the lines, or opening it, or short circuiting it.
MR. C&LVIN W. RICE :-I would like to ask if the speaker of

the evening has followed the articles written by Mr. Mlordey on
"Cable Work," andhas had anyexperieniee along the same lines.

MuR. STOTT:-I do not know what articles you refer to.
MIR. RICE -The receilt articles in Enygieerivq, spealKing

about capacity in cables, and the amnount of cbarging current.
MR. STOTT :-I have inot rea(d the articles in question.
Mi. JoHN W. LIEB, JR.:-I would like to aik Mr. Stott in

regard to the reference lhe makes to the cables, on page 136. He
states that a rubber insulated cable with 9/-2" wall, 30 per cent.
pure Para is perfectly reliable for 11,000 volts; but that 8/32"
insulation even with a higher percentage of pure Para is not.
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It seerns to me that, with the difficulties which are encountered
in the manufacture, and which can quite readily give rise to dif-
ferences in thickness of dielectric greater than one-thirty-second,
where such a deduction is drawn, it would seem rather to in-
di'cate that even the 9/ 32"cable was perhaps insufficiently insulated,
and thiat on the whole for such ahigh voltage there was not a suffi-
cient margin of safety, and that the margin was sacrificed by the
slight reduction of 1/32". Ishould like to know whether that
deduction was based on something else than the mere difference
of 1/32", because it seemed to me that with the variations that
are likely to take place in manufactulring such a cable there ought
to be a greater margin than one-thirty-second of an inch between
an insulation thickness sufficient to secere perfect reliability, and
one that is n6t. In this light I do inot uniderstand the conclusions
arrived at by the author.
MR. STOTT:-With reference to these remarks, as stated in the

paper, these are the general conclusiorns that we have been able
to draw from the actual number of breakdowns durinng a period
of three years. These cables have been used over three years,
and were made by very reliable maiufacturers, the best manu-
facturers probably there are in the LTnited States, and we have
had more breakdowns on that 8/32",' although it has been in a
year less than the othier two, and naturally we began to think
that the punctureresistanceewas riot so great with 8/32" as it-was
with 9/32", and there does seem to be a distinct difference, and
that the 1/32" makes a marked difference. These are from a
record, verv carefully kept, of all breakdowns. I am sorry that
I cannot say whether it broke down to ground or between con-
ductors, because after an 11,000-volts burn out there is not any-
thing left to tell. But 1/32" extra insulation seenms to glve very
greatly increased reliability. That is, after the cable has been in
use for a long time. By a long time I mean several months.
There is another fact that possibly may have something to do
with it, and that is whether 40 per cent. of pure Para is not too,
pure and deteriorates under pressure. Soime experiments are
being carried on that I know of as to the deterioration of insula-
tion under a continued high pressure, and the loss of insulation7
that is to say, the megohms as measured by the galvonometer,
after a continuous application of high pressure, is very distinct.
That is to say, there is a distinct fall in insulation as the test
is continuied. If at the end of ten days the insulation is 400
megohms, at the end of twenty days it will be down to perhaps
lialf of that value and keep on decreasing. These experiments
are not yet comnplete, but the tetndency has been very marked in
that direction, and apparently (from these experiments being
carried on) the purer rubber is going that way faster than the
less pure.
MR. CALVIN W. RICE :-I would like to ask if the dimnensions of

the cable are those in the specification or the dimensions
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observed by inspection of various lengths, and if 9/32" means
the least dimension that was observed in any of the product ; also
is the 30 per cent. cable made by one maker and the 40 per
cent. made by another maker, and if there were tests made to
determine whether there was exactly 30 per cent. or 40 per cent.
MR. STOTT :-tn reply to these questions, the thickness of the

wall was quite carefully measured, and these are the means of a
great many measui ernents, so that it may be taken that these
represent the mean thickness ofthe wall. As to the percentage of
pure Para, that we have got to rely lipon the manufacturer
for. As you know, thle analysis of rubber is an extremely diffi-
cult thing to perform, and you can get almiost any result you
like with those hydrocarbons.

MR. RIcE:-I would like to ask if these breakdowns occuirred
mainly in the cable or in the joints, and as to the possibilities of
mechanical injuries as a cause for the breakdowns, orwas the cable
so destroyed that you could not tell whether there was mechanical
injury or not.
MR. STOTT:-The breakdowns in almost every case in the

cable referred to occurred in the middle of the section, or at least
ten feet from a manhole, and the result was such that you could
not tell anything about it. It just blew the whole cable to
pieces.

MR. H. D. REED:-The conditions are so great and varied
with the rubber in cables that I should think it would be neces-
sary to determine whether that 1/32" was the catnse of these cables
brealking down, that is, if a thirty-second less, rather than the
treatmient of the rubber itself, was the cause. Now, there are a
great manly grades of pure Para rubber, and the age of the ruibbeer
has considerable to do with it, also the length of time that the
rubber is dried and cured before it is compounded, and the
cleanliness of the rubber is a feature that enters very materially
into the manufacturle of cables. Now, I would be inclined to
think that an 8/32 wall of 40 per cent. rubber would be safer
than 9/32 of 30 per cent. rubber. From the experience I have
had with cables, especially after a lapse of time, 40 per celnt.
rubber will be very much more durable than the 30 per cent.
componund.
MR. SACHS -I am not familiar with the cable practice and

tranismriission througlh cables, but it would seemn to me, and it
probably seemed to a great inany others this evening, that the
difference between 8/32 and 9/32 of an inch of insulation on a
high potential cable is very small. The tendency to-day in engi-
neering practice is to make everytlhing " fool proof," and I think
it also is in a great many cases necessary to make it mechanically
and also electrically "fool proof." 1 should say if 8/32" of insu-
lation on a high potential cable were bad, that 9/32" were almost
equally bad, and if trouble was experienced with the 9/32", I
should add one or two more thirty-seconds of rubber, and get a
little additional factor of safety.
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MR. STOTT:-I would reply to Mr. Sachs' remark-v-there is
another factor besides the factor of safety that enters into the
questioll, and that is the matter of cost. A cable of 1/32" extra
insulation would probably send up the price 25 cents a foot.
MB. SACHS :-Quite true. But I should think that the deterio-

ration would in timneaffect the 9/32" just as mueh as it previously
did the 8/32", that it was simply a question of time before the 9/32"
broke down, and if you added a fewnmore thir-ty-seconds it would
talke a little nmore timnie to break down, and thus you mnight con-
tinue the life of the cable. That is simply my opinion of the
i-latter. As I said, I amn entirely unfarniliar with the practice.

- Adjourrned.]


